
Main Features

WR-15

SAI

. AM/FM Radio Tuner. Tuning Indictor LED. Soft, Smooth and Precise Vernier tuning knob. 6W High output power. Deep Bass compensation system. Backlight dial scale. 3" full range speaker with Alumina cone for high definition sound.. Enabled loudness compensation. Auxiliary input for additional audio sources. Line-out for connection to an amplified speaker system. Internal FM Antenna and connection for  External antenna 
   (FM Antenna Included). Solid MDF Cabinet. Available in real Walnut Veneer (WR-15WL), 
   Black  Leatherette  (WR-15BK) and Piano Silver Finish (WR-15SR)
  
     
     
     

. AM/FM Radio Tuner

. Tuning Indictor LED

.Soft, Smooth and Precise Vernier tuning knob

. 6W High output power

.Deep Bass compensation system

.Backlight dial scale

. 3" full range speaker with Alumina cone for high  

  definition sound.
. Enabled loudness compensation
. Auxiliary input for additional audio sources
. Line-out for connection to an 

  amplified speaker system
. Internal FM Antenna and connection for

  External antenna (FM Antenna Included)
. Solid MDF Cabinet
. Available in real Walnut Veneer (WR-15WL), 

  Black  Leatherette  (WR-15BK) and Piano Silver  

  Finish (WR-15SR)

  

     

     

     

Auxiliary Input for Portable Media Players
The 3.5mm auxiliary input allows you to connect your favorite devices such as 
an iPod or other portable media player so you can even enjoy your digital music 
library on the WR-15.

Headphone Jack and Line Out. The WR-15 offers a 3.5mm headphone jack 
for private listening. A Line Out jack is also available for connection to an 
amplified speaker system.

Hi-Fi Table Top 
Wooden Radios
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Color

Walnut
WR-15WL

Black Leatherette
WR-15BK

Piano Silver
WR-15SR 

Elegant simplicity combined with state-of-the-art performance sets the 
Sangean WR-15 AM/FM Table Top Radio head and shoulders above the 
competition.  In true Sangean tradition, AM and FM reception is excellent in 
providing crystal clear listening. A very simple design with 3 dials that adjust the 
volume, selects your AM/FM bands, and a tuning knob with Vernier Tuning  for 
smooth and easy  fine tuning of your  favorite stations which can be seen in a 
softly lighted analog display. 

An LED tuning eye assures you're achieving the best reception for your 
selected program. In addition, a headphone jack, built-in AM and FM antennas 
and provision for an external AM and FM antenna is also provided. An AUX-In 
jack for playing your favorite MP3 music from your portable devices is available 
as well as a Record-Out jack for routing to your recording equipment or external 
devices.

Solid MDF Cabinet with three different finishes
A real Walnut Veneer, Black Leatherette or Piano Silver finish of the WR-15 not 
only makes for an elegant appearance, but improves sound quality due to its 
acoustically tuned design. Its dynamic bass compensation ensures rich sound 
anywhere. And its vertical design produces a smaller footprint for tight spaces.

Tuning LED Indicator
The WR-15 features a tuning LED indicator to help you know when you're 
getting the best reception possible from your antenna. Soft and precise tuning 
using the rotary dial makes it easy to achieve a strong, stable signal.


